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More reliable vendor takes over SIDE e-Lerts
LUKE SCHMIDT
A/estle Reporter

Emergency Management Services has officially signed
a contract with Rave Mobile Services replacing the previous emergency alert vendor with the intent of improving
the quality of campus-wide notifications.
Director of Police Services Kevin Schmoll said the
previous e-Lert vendor, Wireless Emergency Notification
Service, was incapable of keeping up with the university's
demands.
"For the time we had the contract with WENS, the
system did work. This winter, we had to send out a lot of
weather advisories and school closings, and we had issues
with the WENS system. They were working from an old
data phone list that got mixed into our records when they
tried to update their systeip. They were sending out notifications to people not even involved with SIUE. That is
unacceptable because we need this system to work properly and to work instantly;" Schmoll said.
Junior biology major Oscar Perez-Ortiz, of Fairmont
City; said he had an experience with the old e-Lert system
not working properly.
"I never received the text alerts even though I was
signed up for the texting services," Perez-Ortiz said.
Sophomore studio art and theater tech major Rebecca
Soper, of Bloomington-Normal, said she found out about
campus information through other media rather than the
e-Lert system in the past.
"I've never gotten a text, though I'm signed up. I find
out through Facebook if classes are canceled," Soper said.
Schmoll said he researched more effective companies
to handle SIUE's emergency alert system.
"I did a lot of research. I talked with a lot of other
university police departments to see what system they
have, and Rave was a system already employed by numerous universities," Schmoll said.
According to its website, Rave Mobile Safety provides broadcast messaging through email, SMS, voice,
RSS, social networks and other mechanisms to higher education institutions.
This new and improved Rave alert system will cost
the university nearly three times more per year than the
previous WENS system, according to financial statements
furbished by Executive Director of University Marketing
and Communications Doug Mcllhagga.
Mcllhagga said the price is a considerable increase,
but the SIUE community is receiving a more reliable

emergency alert system.
"The annual price of the previous [WENS] contract
was $4,777. The annual price of the new Rave contract is
$14,700. The funds to pay for this new contract will come
from the Vice Chancellor of Administration's operating
fund," Mcllhagga said.
Schmoll said students, faculty and staff can register
to receive e-Lerts through the Emergency Management
Safety page on the SIUE website by providing a cell
phone number.
"If you were already signed up for the e-Lerts, you
do not have to sign up again. You will, however, experience a faster, more user-friendly alert system," Schmoll
said.
Schmoll said it is absolutely crucial for everyone in
the SIUE community to sign up for the e-Lerts as a way
to solidify campus safety and communication.
"In the event we have a true, serious emergency; we
have to get the word out as soon as possible to the university community about what to do," Schmoll said.
"Also, spring is coming up, which can bring tornadoes. We send out tornado watch e-Lerts and advise
the community what to in such a situation."
Schmoll said the new system will allow him
and his staff to make more efficient notifications.
"I can send out an alert from anywhere. I also
have 20 staff that can send out alerts. Our dispatchers, our sergeants and my command staff
are also capable of the same," Schmoll said. 'We
can run a weekly test between me and my sergeant."
Schmoll said emergencies are unpredictable by nature, and the new system is a
great asset for the SIUE community.
If students, faculty or staff have not
signed up for the e-Lert system, registration takes only a minute online, and they
may opt out of the service anytime.
Emergencies are such that one cannot
plan for them," Schmoll said. "Therefore
be proactive; sign up for the emergency
alert system as soon as possible, and take
advantage of this free system to make the SIUE
community better in{ormed a_nd better prepared for the
next emergency."
Luke Schmidt can be reached at /schmidt@alestlelive.com or

6EJJ-3527.

Budget concerns:
SIUE works to find alternative revenue due to uncertainty
LEXI CORTES
Alestle Edito r in Chie f

The state still owes SIUE $23 million according to the current budget
agreement, but next fiscal year's budget
has become a concern for the university
since it looks as though a decrease in state
funds is coming December 31.
In Chancellor Julie Furst-Bowe's first
open forum of the semester, Budget Director Bill Winter said what is causing
concern is that the income tax level is set
to lower.
"Anybody who has paid Illinois state
income tax in recent years will recall that
some years ago, it was a 3 percent rate on
the personal income tax and then it went
up to 5 percent, but that was only for
several years. That is set to expire at the
end of the calendar year, December 31,
which is the middle of next fiscal year,"
Winter said. "That is the big concern: a
drop in revenue. There's also a drop in
the corporate income tax."
The individual income tax rate is set
to drop from 5 percent to 3.75 percent
while the corporate income tax rate will
move from 7 percent to 5.25 percent.
Various proposals are being woi:ked
out to either extend tlie income tax increase or come up with alternate sources

of revenue, according to Winter.
"What's unknown is what is actually
going to happen and what our level of
funding will be next year," Winter said.
"However, we do have University Planning and Budget Council in place. It includes representatives from faculty, staff
and student senates, and we will do planning as we've done every year."
According to Winter, there is a fourstep process to establishing the university's budget from the state.
First, the university submits a request for funds through a Resource Allocation Management Plan, which SIUE
completed in October. The Board of
Higher Education then makes a recommendation, which it completed in January.
Government Pat Quinn should then
submit his recommended budget, but it
has been delayed for five weeks this year.
"He was supposed to present his
budget on February the 19th. It's been
pushed back to March 26. There are different reasons floated as to why that is,"
Winter said. "He said because of ... the
income tax level, he needed more time to
put scenarios together. ... We don't know
what is being recommended yet by the
governor."
After Quinn puts his budget tqgether, the Illinois General Assembly will

approve a final budget.
"We're in a process now that is
known as the appropriation hearings,"
Winter said. "If you've ever seen CS PAN
where you have the congress, and they're
up there in all those rows and somebody
has the spotlight on them and they're at
a microphone sitting at a table and
they're being grilled, that is what happens at the appropriation hearings."
Winter said SIU President Glenn
Poshard went to the house appropriation
hearings several week'.s ago and last week,
to the senate.
"We have had to turn in a lot of
'what if planning scenarios. .. .The
amount of budget cuts for next year have
ranged anywhere from 12.5 to 20 percent
to 30 percent .... We do have a likelihood
of some level of budget cut next year, but
we don't know what it is," Winter said.
"These are 'what if planning scenarios,
which are usually used in the negotiation
process. We've had to do that every year
in recent years .... This is not new."
Furst-Bowe said tuition is now the
area in which SIUE receives the majority
of its funding, rather than from the state.
She said tuition increases are being suggested fo r next year.
"We've submitted a proposal for 5
percent tuition increase for newly-entering undergraduate students for next fall.

Even if that is approved, we would still
be the lowest tuition of the public universities in Illinois," Furst-Bowe said. 'We're
also looking at a 2 percent increase for
graduate students and also an additional
tuition for engineering students; and
again, even if that is approved, we would
still have the lowest priced engineering
program of the public schools."
For this fiscal year, SIUE is dealing
with a different problem in the form of a
cash-flow situation, according to Winter.
"A budget situation is when the state
says, 'You have a certain amount of state
appropriation for this year and we're
going to reduce it for next year,' so you
have less budget. That's a budget situation, but if we have a cash-flow situation,
that means the state says 'Here's your appropriation budget, but we can't pay it all
to you now,"' Winter said. 'We still have
to pay our bills. We still have to make
payroll, but the state owes us money.
That means we have to float ourselves
alone by what is called unrestricted cash
out of all of our other accounts."
Winter said last week, the state owed
about $31.5 million, which is more than
half of the university's approximate $59.7
million state appropriation budget.
"The good news is that on Friday
BUDGET
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Four Provost candidates to visit campus
LEXI CORTES
Alestle Editor in Chief

After a little more than one year of searching,
four finalists have been selected for the position of
provost.
On May 5, 2011, former School of Dental
Medicine Dean Ann Boyle was named interim
Provost by the board of trustees. A search committee to find a full-time replacement for the position
was formed in fall 2013.
Provost Search Committee Chair Anne Perry,
school of nursing interim dean, addressed the
progress of the search at Chancellor Julie FurstBowe's first open forum of the semester.
Perry said finalists selected include Robert
Marley, interim vice president for student success
at Montana State University; Sam Minner, provost
and vice president for academic affairs at Radford
University; Charlotte Brasic Royeen, professor at
Edwards and Margaret Daisy College of Health
Sciences and Saint Louis University; Parviz Ansari,
college of science and mathematics dean and school
of biomedical sciences founding dean at Rowan
University.
Each finalist will visit the university to give

open forums.
. The first open forum will be Marley's from
2:30-3:30 p.m. Thursday, March 27 in the Mississippi-Illinois Room of the Morris University Center. He will hold open forums Friday, March 28 at
the School of Dental Medicine and East St. Louis
Center.
Minner will hold an open forum from 2:303:30 p.m. Monday, March 31 in the Maple-Dogwood Room of the MUC. His next open forums
will take place Tuesday, April 1 in Alton and East
St. Louis.
An open forum for Royeen will take place from
2:30-3:30 p.m. Monday, April 7 in the MapleDogwood Room. The following open forums will
take place Tuesday, April 8.
Ansari's open forum will take place from 2:303:30 p.m. Thursday, April 17 in the Maple-Dogwood Room. Open forums will also occur Friday,
April 18.
For more information about each of the finalists, visit SilJE's provost search webpage.

a I ton

eastsaintlouis

edwardsville

Lexi Cortes can be reached at acorte@:]lestlellve.com
or 6SJ-3527.
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Michael Palko
If elected to student senate, l W<>Uld
lib to see that we as a studetitbody
have civility and equal undersWldibg
ofone another. This would notortly
help the university as aw
but it
would also be extremely
to
every member of the student body.

Corbin Sells
Being a Greek C.OuncJl.Represenra•
tive aq~lnttam,u-al CW for.AS't I
haveakeady had the opportunity to
make a difference on campus. l
would.like to expand my knowledge
and use the network Pve built to
better Greek life, ~ a r pride, di.
dent housing.and advising

1f J were to be tlected senatot; I
would strive to improve retention for
dm campus. B'.igher retention rates
can be achieved by encouraging students to join other organiz.atioos to
make them feel like SIUE is providing a purpose for them to stay.

VVhile in office, I plan tn help better
the SIDE community by efficiently
funding groups and organizations
that are most beneficial to the student body. Also, I plan to encourage
students to get actively involved
within the campus community.

Senate candidate

Senate candidate

Senate candidate

at

,

Brittany Bonomo
While in office, I hope ro continue ro If elected as a stUdent: senato1; I will
encourageooostructivemraction be- work ro promote and further expand
the majorityVQic:e of the stuck
- t.Ween the university and the commuopportunities for diversity at
ulationis heard in ~tion
• mtR't/ ~ us in prd,¢( to promote
I phm t'Q .®Ice decisions that
fu1 consideration ofaltemati:veia. I the urtiversity and its benefits. Also, I
reflect the desires of the sttJdent
want to help create and maintain the hoperofacilitatemorestlldentinvolve-- ~ and rrn determined to improve
best university government possible.
ment and pride in the university.
campus life tbr each and evetystudent
Senate candidate
Senate candidate
Senate candidate
As a studentsenatr.n; I would ~
it
my number one priority to ensure that

Ibelievethatitis myd¢Stiny tosei:ve
the p¢,<>ple. It :is my
goal ro
be the voice for the voi
. I know
!bra factthat it is myduty'to lead the
people. Someone has to step up to
the plate, and that someone 1s me

lfelected, my goaj.. will be to uphold

and defend
·
ts of the.Stu•
dent body to
of my abil~
ities. I will strive to be responsive to
the voices of SIUE students and organizations, to help them achieve
their O\'t."tarching goals.
Senate candidate '
Senate candidate
,;;,;,,.,,,-.==··="~~·~=·•~=

Not pictured. : Ryan Murray, Jamal Si.ms, Jodi Cox, Viswo Prapurna
Ra mi reddy, Patrick Norris, Cinque Stevens, Dylan Boyer, Adorn Kolous,

Jonathan Coty,t (hri

nPUc-~Chorle~·#tff. Matttn Ill

.~
·"'
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plicants.
"We've been, I think,
[March 14], we did get paid pulling out all the stops· relative
$8.5 million from the state for to recruiting, marketing, worksalaries, so the current amount ing with partner schools, trying
owed is $23 million, which is to get our numbers where they
much better. However, we still need to be for the fall," Fursthave to underspend in all of our Bowe said.
Assistant Vice Chancellor
fee accounts and out of our state
accounts and everything by the for Enrollment Management
sum of $23 million in order to Scott Belobrajdic said working
keep paying all of our bills," even when the university is
closed to current students due to
Winter said.
An enrollment flip in the weather conditions recently has
last few years has also affected proved to increase fall applithe amount of funds available to cants.
"For this coming fall, all of
the university, Winter said.
"In prior years, when we application numbers are in really
were adding 200-300 students good shape, although it's very,
every year, if they're paying very early," Belobrajdic said.
$8,000-$9,000 in tuition and "Right now, freshman springfees, do the math: You could board deposits are up, this is as
have $2 million or $3 million in of last week, 16 percent or 81
additional funding in our students, which is significant for
budget," Winter said. "However, us .... International applications
this year, as in the prior year, we are up 22 percent or 124 stuhave had slight declines in the dents .... Overall, applications
180-200 range, which is much for graduate are up about 51
better than almost every other percent. We're a long way away
from the fall but a lot of things
Illinois public university."
Winter said in the last five are moving in the right direcyears, only four out of the 12 tion."
Spring-to-spring enrollment
public universities in Illinois
have had positive net enroll- numbers, Belobrajdic said, arc
ment, including SIUE and the down bv about 100 students,
three University of Illinois cam- but conipared to the aycragc ,
SIUE does not appear to be in
puses.
"We have a much lower level trouble.
"The
average
decrease
of decrease than others, but it
has affected how much cash we spring-to-spring was 250 stuhave available to spend on dents, with high-end over 600
things," Winter said. "As a re- students, 500 students, 400 stusult, the spending restrictions dents, and here we were down
are still in place that we have had· 109 students compared to last
spring," Belobrajdic said. "We're
for several years."
To combat the enrollment holding our own thanks to
flip, Furst-Bowe said enrollment everyone's efforts."
management and admissions
Lexi Cortes can be reached at
have been working hard to in- acortes@alestlelive.com or
crease the number of student ap- 6W-3527.
BUDGET
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Minimum wage increase will hurt economy, students
While rumors of a minimum
wage increase happily raises a few
eyebrows, the proposed increase to
Illinois' minimum wage almost
eliminates the barrier between a
skilled and unskilled workforce, and
will have particularly large on
college students.

Debbie Roberts
Office Manager

Tammy Merrett-Murry
Alestle Program Director

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and
publishers of the Alestle
believe in the free exchange
of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as
many letters as possible.
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office located in
the Morris University Center,
Room 2022 or via e-mail at
opinion@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be
typed and double-spaced.
Letters should be no longer
than 500 words. lnclucfe
phone number, signature,
class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and
content. Care will be taken to
ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except
under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.

About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is free.

Additional copies
cost :;;1 each.

The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press
Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press, Student Press
Law Center, College
Newspaper, Business &
Advertising Managers.
The name Alestle Is an
acronym derived from the
names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton,
East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Thursdays in print and on
Tuesdays online during the fall
and spring semesters. A print
edition is available
Wednesdays d0ring summer
semesters.
For more information,
call 618-650-3528.
For advertising, email
advertising@alesflellve.com.

Have a comment?
Let us know!

Karen Martin
Lifestyles
Editor

The proposed increase would
be from $8.25 per hour to $10.
Certainly; that is a wage that would
sustain a lot of college students
working on campus or at Target or
Wal-Mart, but the increase has its
downsides, too.
Higher wages for campus
employees may mean fewer
available jobs. The job market is
already too thin. Outside of
campus, the wage increase may
reduce potential job openings, and
given companies have to pay more,
full-time positions will be even

fewer.
There's also talk of a decrease
in incoming tax revenue for state
universities. Pair that with the
campus paying higher wages, and
we get a large tuition increase, as
SIU President Glenn Poshard
suggested.
Minimum wage increase, at
this time, is not worth a higher
accumulation on student loans and
even more interest to pay off
There is another important
aspect to evaluate when considering
such a high minimum wage
increase: the lack of incentive to
even go to college.
If you're qiajoring jn anything
under the College of Arts and
Sciences, your starting hourly
salary after graduation -pending
you even find a job in your field
- will likely not be much higher
than $12 or $13 per hour, not
m?':h higher than the proposed
nurumum wage.
It doesn't make sense to waste
time, money and brainpower in
college when you can earn slightly

less, earlier in life and work your
way up quicker to a higher wage in
a managerial position. All this
would be debt free too.
For those of us graduating, a
minimum wage that high is sort of
a slap in the face. There's almost no
financial reward for our efforts.
It's also a slap in tl1e face to
those who got a small promotion
after working a minimum wage
position for a long time and arc
now earning $10 per hour. All new
employees will make what others
make after they've invested more
time and effort.
Some employers may be
considerate of this and boost
dedicated,
loyal
workers'
paychecks, but a widespread salary
increase is only going to put more
strain on these employers and
further tighten the market.
I do agree that minimum
wage should increase by and by,
but the increase should be subtler.
Even $9 per hour is a lot,
considering the federal minimum
wage is $7.25 per hour.

It's sad we're dependent on a
minimum wage instead of a true
free-market system. According to
economic theory; minimum wage
is
sometlung
that
drives
unemployment.
While economists debate back
and forth, some hold the theory
that Europe's high minimum wage
and unemployment benefits are
reasons why their w1employment
rate is much higher than America's
Moving minimum wage
closer to or even in the double
digits, especially in this econom); is
not be a risk worth taking just yet.
The impact of the proposed
minimum wage increase will
affect everyone, not just college
students. And, while it might
benefit so many lower-income
families, eventually inflation will
catch up and everyone's state of
being will be what it once was
until tl1e next increase.
Koren Mortin can be reached at
kmortin@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

$1 0 per hour would provide needed income for students
There are college students
across
Illinois
working
n:ummum wage jobs and
attending school either full- or
part-time. Between school and a
social life, the constant feed of
money students are paying takes
a toll on the wallets
of
these
hardworking
Americans.
Hailey Huffines
Managing
Editor

Not everyone working a
minimum wage job is a student,
but it can be said that a large
number of students work such
jobs to pay bills, loans, possibly
to feed their children and who
knows what else.
Illinois
Governor
Pat
Quinn,
Democratic
state
Senator Kimberly Lightford and
others are pushing for a

minimum wage increase, which
would make the jump from
$8.25 per hour to $10.
Those who disagree with
the increase are mistaken in
thinking that it will cause more
harm to our economy than
good.
.
According to the Economic
Policy Institute, Doug Hall,
director of the economic analyst
and research network, and
economic analyst David Cooper
published an article that looked
at the benefits.
They found that increasing
minimum wage would not cause
job loss or hurt the job market
at all. In fact, they found that it
creates jobs and stimulates the
economy by putting more cash
in the pockets of consumers.
Another
argument
opposing the increase is that it
could lower the drive to attend
a university because young
people could receive a livable

wage at a part-time job. If a
person wants to attend college,
he or she will. Bumping
minimum wage to $10 per hour
is just a perk for those of us who
go to college and have to pay
bills.
The increase would provide
a better source of income for
those who are working, but it
won't be the determining factor
for people deciding whether to
attend school or not.
Opting out of higher
education and working a parttime job would allow younger
people to grow up debt free,
which makes it a tempting
option, but not everyone wants
to work those sorts of jobs their
entire
lives.
Even with the
.
.
increase m m1mmum wage,
experience, an internship or a
degree will still be necessary to
make more money.
I will say, as someone who
works a minimum-wage job, a

$10 an hour income would be
wonderful, but I can understand
when people say that that is too
much. Many economists have
discovered small increases in
minimum wage have better,
long-term effects on the
economy.
To make everyone happy,
even
just
increasing
the
minimum wage to $8.75 or $9
would be an acceptable jump for
the time being.
The effect the increase could
have
on
poverty-stricken
families makes it an issue that
deserves to be handled sooner
rather than later.
Slow progress is typical
with minimum wage increases,
but an increase needs to happen
nonetheless.

Hailey Huffines con be reached at
hhuffines@olestlelive.com or
650-3525.

Send us an e-mail:

opinion@alestlelive.com ·
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167

What do you think about
"
.the proposed minimum wage increase?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com!
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The Alcstle staff visited seven locations in
the metro east and sampled the restaurants' coffee. We reviewed our drinks and experience, giving a score out of 100, which was based on
criteria including coffee variety, coffee freshness,
food selection, noise !eve~ community involvement, our· experience, price and quality per por-

...

tion, customer service, the atmosphere and how
long we waited for our plate.
Scores were determined by each staff member's happiness. If the wait to get our order was
short, the score would be higher in the wait category. If the noise level :,vas too loud, the score
would be lower in the noise level category.

Price:
$$$$ = pricey $$$ = moderately pricey
$$ = not bad $ = cheap

SCORE: 99

S~CRED GROUNDS flt[

SCORE SHEET
A walk down Main Street in Edwardsville opens up plenty of opportunities to explore some local favorites. You can
go to a show at the Wildey Theater, purchase fair-trade goods at Plowsharing Gifts
or visit a bar like Laurie's Place. In the
midst of these hometown-favorites,
though, there is a lively, yet sociab e little
coffee shop by the name of Sacred
Grounds Cafe.
Whetl1er this is a regular stop or an
occasional visit, Sacred is filled with a variety of drinks and dishes that are healthy.
Sacred Grounds is sure to provide unique
and quality drinks. Tiy an interesting, flavored latte or a fragrant herbal tea, and see
what this shop ha.s to offer. Or, if you aren't
feeling so adventurous, Sacred has plenty
of options in black coffee to satisfy both
light and bold coffee-drinkers. Order a cup
to-g-q or grab a quirky, bottomless mug, sit
andenfoy.
The only downside to a visit at Saci;ed
in that you may not be able to get a lot of
homework or studying done at ~cred;
there is usually a good amount of patrons

and conversation. There is even an old,
slightly out-of-tune guitar that Sacred allows anyone to pick up and play. But sit
down with a friend, and it is a great place
to exchange dialogue and admire the fun,
local artwork that hangs on the walls.
Sacred's menu doesn't stop at coffee
and tea; you may want to visit for lunch ·
and order a vegetarian-friendly Panini or a
delectable vegan muffin. You won't find an
abundance of animal products on Sacred's.
menu, but we promise you won't miss
them. Sacred has mastered the art offreshness and beautiful production, and you'll
never desire an,apple crisp muffin from
one of the many chain coffee shops.
Introduce yourself to the friendly and,
accommodating$~ and as~tllem whel:e
today's coffee comes from or which mocha
they'Y(1Uldrecommend. Youinaywant to
keep your homework time at the lib~
but tiY out a date at Sacred Grounds, only
seven minutes from campus, to experience,
a bit of cttlture at an affordable price.
Along with your coffee, you will get a little
taste of Edwardsville.

$
MDR[SS: 233 N. MAIN STR[[T, £0\iJARDSVIll[
DISTANCE fROM CAMPUS: l[SS THAN 10 MINUHS
Price:

DRINK VARIETY:
NOISE l£VU:

10
9
10

DRINK fRESHN[SS:
COMMUNIH INVOlVEMENT:
EXPERIENCE:

10

moo sn£nION:

THE \iJAIT:

SERVICE:
ATMOSPHERE:
PRICE:

10
10
10
10
10
10
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.SCORE SHEET
Looking for a cute coffee shop to cater
to your studying needs? If yes, then The
Abbey will quickly become your second
home. This small, family-run coffee shop has
everything a college student could want: delicious coffee, comfy chairs and free WiFi.
During the day, The Abbey is a quiet,
calm place with soft music playing in the
background and a fire roaring in the comer.
Most people here arc work on their laptops
or have quiet conversations at their tables. By
night, alcohol is served from the bar, and the
shop turns into a classy social scene. What
makes this place even cooler is that Thursday
nights at 7 p.m., the couches double as a
Songwriters Circle for local musicians.
The food is so delicious. Even if you
aren't a fan of coffee shops, this is still worth
the drive. The menu is constantly changing
with different specials and soups of the da)~

Price:$$

MOR[SS: 5B01 W. MAIN STREET. ~UlEVIllE
DISTANCE ffiOM CAMPUS: MOUT 30 MINUT[S
DRINK VARIEH:
NOIS[ lEVU:
fOOD SUECTION:
DRINK ffiESHNESS:
COMMUNIH INVOlVEMENT:
EXP£RIENlE:
THE WAIT:
SERVICE:
ATMOSPHERE:
PRICE:

9
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10

but keeps the classic sandwiches and s!1-1ads.
Seeing as they're known for their
espresso, it is a main component of the
menu, but with more than 20 options from
coffee to bottled soda and tea, there is something for everyone. The only downfall is
there are no Starbucks-esque drinks like frappuccinos or refreshers.
Within minutes of sitting down, we had
both our scmmptious Cafe Mocha - the
shop's best seller - and lobster bisque
brought out. We were surprised by how
quickly we received the order, but after our
first spoonful of soup, we were even more
surprised by how fantastic it was. This shop
now stands as one of our favorite restaurants
and study areas.
Though the items may be a bit pricey,
it's still cheaper than most chain coffee shops,
and we think they offer high quality options.

&

SCORE SHEET
Price: $$

MDRESS: 1HAIRPIN DRIVE. ED'vJARDSVIllE
DISTANCE ffiOM CAMPUS: 0 MINUT£S
Conveniently located in the Morris University Center at Sn.JE is the Starbucks widely
available to students, faculty and staff
Whether you are a student with a desire for
the newest latte or a coffee junkie, Starbucks
has it all.
The drink we sampled was the new
Vanilla Macchiato, available as both a hot or
iced drink. Sweet milk steamed to perfection
and laced with vanilla drizzle, the newest addition to the large menu at Starbucks has
made a name for itself.
Although Starbucks is a bit pricey, the
quality of its drinks is strong, and the drink
portion seems to outweigh the price of the
drink itself.
The service upon ordering is beyond satisfactory. The wait time can fluctuate depending on when you visit Starbucks.

Like most drinks on the menu, Starbucks
customers can create their drinks to their personal liking. With a menu filled with plenty of
flavorful drink options, Starbucks provides
each customer with an array of drink choices.
However, the variety of food choices at the
Starbucks at Sn.JE in comparison to a regular
Starbucks down the road is lacking. While
there are sandwiches, the assortment of sandwiches does not vary.
Loud music as well as the traffic moving
in and out make Starbucks a difficult place to
study. Unless you own a pair of soundproof
headphones or do not mind the loud conversations that take place around you because
then you'll be fine to do your homework.
With WiFi available, students can hang out in
Starbucks and relax in the cushioned chairs or
next to the fireplace.

DRINK VARIETY:

NOISE tEVU:

moo SUECTION:
DRINK ffiESHNESS:
COMMUNIH INVOlVEMENT:
EXPERIENCE:
THE WAIT:
SERVICE:
ATMOSPHERE:
PRICE:

10
&
B
10
B
9
9

10
10
9

SCORE SHEET
Price:$

ADDRESS: 222 N. MAIN STR[H. £0\i/ARDSVIllE
DISTANCE ffiOM CAMPUS: l[SS THAN 10 MINUTES
DRINK VARIEH:
NOISE ltVH:
fUOD SU[lTION:
DRINK fR(SHNESS:

WNNUNIH INV~WENfNT:
EXPERI£Nl[:
THE 'wMT:
srnVIC[:
ATMOSPHERE:
PRICE:

1
&

10
lO

10
9
1
9
&
&

i

Upon walking into the 222 Artisan
Bakery, which is conveniently located in the
heart of downtown Edwardsville, guests ,vill
be warmly welcomed by the staff. Not only
are the baristas patient while taking your
order, but they also are very helpful if you
need a suggestion. In general, guests caq. expect a short wait for food and drinks, but it
is worth it.
The atmosphere of 222 is extremely
C<YLJ and welcoming to all customers. A glass
jar of dog treats sits on the counter, welcoming even pet owners as well. The menu is
written in fun, inventive ways on chalkboards surrounding the entire place. There is
minimal seating, but a variety of seating options, including tables, booths and even a
quaint bar alongside the register.
Along with the short-bur-sweet drink
menu, 222 provides a wide assortment of

pastries and other foods, too. To give this
place even more of a local feel, they named
the sandwiches on their menu after the arrrent and previous owners, as well as a few
regulars who helped this coffee shop set its
rOOts into the downtown culture.
They play soft background music,
which allows for conversation and getting
work done. WiFi is available, but you have
to ask an employee for the password in order
to connect, so introverts - brace yourselves.
Perhaps the most unique aspect of this
local treasure is that the coffee they serve is
ground fresh here in Edwardsville by Goshen
Coffee Company, which started in a garage
and is now the only organk coffee-blend in
the metro east.
Searching for a new place to frequent?
Stop by the 222 Artisan Bakery in dowr:town Edwardsville. You'll be glad you did.

t Photo lllustrotlon by Brion Arrneo/ Alestle
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SCORE SHEET
Price:

$$$

MOR[SS: 2125 ST~T[ ROUTE 151. £0\iJAROSVIllE
OISTANl( ffiOM rnMPUS: MOOT 5MINUTES
DRINK VARffTY:

NOISE lEVEt:
moo SEl[CTION:
DRINK fRESHNESS:
COMMUNIH INVOlVEMENT:
EXPERIENCE:

10
7
9
9

7
&

TH( WAIT:

9

·SERVICE:
~ TMOSPH£R£:

lO

PRICE:

7

i;

Teaspoons Cafe in Edwardsville is a refreshingly eclectic blend of exceptional cof.
fees and teas in addition to fresh,
homemade foods.
Teaspoons offers Kaldis' Highlander
Grogg, a maple spiced coffee with a trace of
rum, was one of the coffees of the day during our visit This maple spiced coffee flirts
with the hope that this unending wint:er will
conclude soon.
What bett:er way to celebrate the coming of spring than with a hint of Caribbean
rum that makes you want to get outside and
dance in your front yard
An advantage Teaspoons holds over
most other cafes is its extensive collection of
high quality teas from Art of Tea out of
Beverly Hills, Calif. One of its black teas,
called Brewed Awakening, is acmally
brewed with coffee beans. This is a fascinating fusion, and makes for an easy decision
if you can't decide between coffee and tea.
Now you can have both in the same cup.
You'd be hard-pressed to find a better
breakfast than one from Teaspoons. The ingredients are fresh, mostly grown locally

KI\LO
You slept through your alarm. You're
running late again. You have a test in 15
minutes, but you can't take your test if you
don't get your coffee.
Thankfully, you can stop by Kaldi's
Coffee in the Srudent Success Center for
your coffee, tea or other preferred caf.
feinated beverage, and more.
The best partS of.Kaldi's are the service
and wait times. Unlike the Starbucks in the
Morris University Center, lines at Kaldi's are
typically much shorter, which leads to a
shorter wait to receive your drink.
This also allows the baristas at Kaid.i's
to be friendlier and more helpful than ifthey
had more customers to serve.
Unfortunately, Kaldi's is less of a coffee
shop and more of a place to stop and grab

and made to order. There is a "Quiche of
the Day," which varies depending on available ingredients. The portabella sun-dried
tomato mozzarella quiche was magnificent.
Sandwiches, soups and salads are options
for lunch, with over-sized portions that tend
to make up for the somewhat pricey namre
of the menu.
While Teaspoons offers high quality meals and drinks, you won't get
away without paying a high amount.
The customer service is pheQomenal. You order at the counter, sit down
at a table and a waiter will promptly
bring your order along with anything
else you may need. You will not wait
long for servic;e at Teaspoons.
Where Teaspoons loses points is
the ambiance of the cafe itself. It is not
a cafe where we felt at home enough to
lounge around for hours and talk to
strangers. It also doesn't have the posh,
avant-garde decor found in other cafes.
Teaspoons is a must if you have
the money. Wait until next payday and
treat yourself to a cup of paradise.

SCORE SHEET
a drink on your way to class or a meeting.
But there are places to sit near Kaldi's.
Most of the seating is in a lounge area,
though, and isn't quite as cozy as some cof•
fee shops.
The lounge does give a large area for
those looking to sit and srudy or get some
work done, but because it's in the middle of
the SSC, the noise level may be distracting
to some. There's also no ambient music.
Kaldi's may not become anyone's sec·
ond home or office, but the ability to get
beverages and a small selection of food at
decent prices right here on campus is a big
plus.
While it may not be everyone's cup of
tea,
di's is an excellent option for Stu•
dents, staff or faculty members on the go.

$$
ADDRESS: 1HAIRPIN DRIVE. ED\iJARDSVIllE

Price:

DISTANCE fROM CAMPUS: 0MINUTES
DRINK VARIEH:
NOIS( lEVU:
moo SUECTION:
DRINK ffi(SHNESS:
COMMUNITY INVOlVEMENT:
EXPERIENCE:

9
7
g
B
g

THE \iJArT:

9
9
5
9

SERVICE:
ATMOSPHERE:
PRICE:

&
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Baseball
OVERALL

ovc

SE Missouri
Tenn . Tech
Jax. State
Murray St.

13-7
17-4
12-8
9-9

6-0
4-2
4-2
4-2

SIUE

6-12

4-2

Austin Peay
Morehead St.
E. Illinois
E. Kentucky
UT Martin
Belmont

8-11
8-11
4-16
8-12
2-17
7-13

2-1
2-4
2-4
1-5
1-5
0-3

Mar. 11 results
E. Illinois 7, SIUE 8

UT Martin 2, Jax. State 6
E. Kentucky 0, Tenn . Tech 4
SE Missouri 6. Belmont 3
Milwaukee 4, Austin Peay 5
Mar. 14 results
Tenn . Tech 15, Morehead St. O
SE Missouri 15, E. Kentucky 8
E. Illinois 7, Austin Peay 6
Jax. State 6, SIUE 7

Murray St. 10, UT Martin 2
Belmont 3, Oklahoma 4
Mar. 15 results
SE Missouri 13, E. Kentucky 11
Tenn. Tech 8, Morehead St. 9
E. Illinois l 0, Austin Peay 14

at the Simmons Sports Complex by the start of the 2015 season. The field already has synthetic turf on the infield,

Jax. State 5, SIUE 2

SIUE plans to put synthetic turf in the outfield

Murray St. 7, UT Martin 2
Belmont 5, Oklahoma 6
Tenn. Tech 17, Morehead St, 8
SE Missouri 9, E. Kentucky 4
E. Illinois 6, Austin Peay 10

and would be the first team in the Ohio Valley Conference to have turf In its outfield and infield.

Baseball getting turf in the outfield

Jax. State 8, SIUE 9

Murray St. 5, UT Martin 6

Softball
East
Jax. State
E. Kentucky
Tenn. State
Belmont
Morehead St.
Tenn. Tech

all. The team can now begin
practice earlier in the season, and
the turf will allow us to host
At the conclusion of the more home games later in the
men's baseball season, the season that usually would get
Simmons Sports Complex will rained out."
receive a new synthetic turf
Since the inception of
surface for the outfield of the baseball, the game has generally
baseball diamond, according to been played on grass and dirt.
Assistant Athletic Director for Grass stains and dirty socks were
Facilities Sandy Montgomery.
a badge of honor in the game.
This will be the completion These meant you had sacrificed
of a previous project where the yourself for the team, and there
infield of the baseball diamond was evidence to prove it. Even if
was replaced with synthetic turf your team lost, you could still be
but the outfield was left in its . proud of the green streak
natural grass condition.
running from hip to hamstring.
Montgomery
said
the
What Cougar baseball is
replacement of a natural grass losing in the nostalgia of grass
outfield with synthetic turf will stains they are more than making
be a tremendous advantage for up for it in technology and
the Cougar baseball team.
reliability. Head Coach Tony
"What we are doing is Stoecklin said he is excited about
giving the baseball team a the benefits the new playing
consistently reliable playing surface will bring to his program.
surface," Montgomery said.
"This new outfield will allow
"Rain and other threatening us to begin practice earlier in the
weather
will
become spring when other programs are
considerably less of a factor, if at still dealing with rain and snow.

LUKE SCHMIDT

OVERALL

ovc

17-6
13-17
7-13
4-13
8-21

3-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-3
2-0

11-11

West
UT Martin

11-13-1

SIUE

8-15

2-0

E. Illinois
SE Missouri
Murray St.
Austin Peay

18-7
5-9
11-10
9-14

0-0
0-0
0-2
0-2

Mar. 14 results

St. Bonaventure 0, Jax. State 12
Jax. State 0, Charleston Southern 3
Tenn. State 6, Grand Canyon 7
Houston Bapist 7, SE Missouri 9
Evansville 4, E. Kentucky 3
Michigan St. 2, SIUE 3

SE Missouri 4, LA-Monroe 2,
Belmont 3, Samford 9
E. Illinois 9, LA-Monroe 2
Alabama 12, Tenn. St. O
Grambling St. 2, E. Illinois 4
SIUE 2, Arizona St. 5

Mar. 15 results

Gardner Webb 2, Murray St. 4
St. Bonaventure 2, Jax. State 7
Evansville 4, Belmont l
Houston Baptist 6, SE Missouri 3
Grand Canyon 2, Tenn. State 3
Tenn. Tech 3, Kennesaw St. 5
IUPUI 2, Austin Peay 5
Oklahoma 7, SIUE 2

UT Martin 9, Georgia St, 7
Grambling St. l. SE Missouri 9
IUPUI 5, Austin Peay l
Tenn. Tech 4, Kennesaw St. 3
Jax. State 9, Charleston Southern l
E. Kentucky 3, Belmont 2
Washington 17, SIUE 0

I Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle

Alestle Reporter

We can get a head start on our
season before other teams can
even begin," Stoecklin said.
"Also, we will be the first and
only baseball program in the
Ohio Valley Conference to have
a playing surface completely
made of synthetic turf."
OVC member Eastern
Kentucky has also installed a turf
infield, similar to the current
condition of the field at
Simmons Sports Complex.
The synthetic turf to be
installed in the outfield of the
Simmons Sports Complex not
only serves as a safe guard
against inclement weather, but it
is engineered in such a way to
provide players with a better feel
for the ball.
Stoecklin
said
the
technology of the synthetic turf
will improve the quality of the
game.
"Even on a well-trimmed
grass outfield you can still get a
bad bounce, which could be
disastrous," Stoecklin said. "This

new, even turf will allow the ball
to bounce without any surprises.
Also, the fibers of the turf will be
mixed with rubber and sand so
cleats can dig in and get a feel for
the new surface."
Senior outfielder Devin
Caldwell said his previous
experiences with synthetic turf
have been positive.
"With grass, you never
know how the ball will bounce.
I've played on a few turf
outfields. The best way I can
describe it is that you get a true
hop," Caldwell said. "You know
where the ball is going to
bounce."
Montgomery
said
the
project should be completed by
the end of the summer.
"We plan to have it finished
by August before the fall
semester begins," Montgomery
said.
Luke Schmidt can be reached at
/schmidt@alestlelive.com or

650-3524,

Cougar Highlights: Ward, right named All-Americans
Track and Field
Juniors La'Derrick Ward and
Jatavia Wright finished their indoor
seasons by placing highly at the
NCAA
Indoor
National
Championships.
Ward, who qualified for the
Championships in the long jump,
leaped 25 feet, 5.25 inches, breaking
his own school record. Ward was
awarded sixth place at the meet,
qualifying him as an All-American.
Ward becomes the first SITJE athlete
to be a rwo-time Division I AllAmerican.
Wright had already made
history for the women's program by
making the meet, but was not

satisfied with only competing it. The
Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Field Athlete of the Year got 11th
place, meaning she was named a
second team All-American.
The track and field teams open
their outdoor seasons at 12 p.m.
Saturday, March 22, when the teams
host the Cougar Classic at Korte
Stadium.

After playing for the Cougars in
the 2013 NCAA season, Bemer was
drafted in February by the Rapids
with the 35th pick in the MLS
SuperDraft. Bemer got his first start
of the season due to regular
goalkeeper Clint Irwin's leg injury.
The only goal allowed by
Berner was off the foot of Henry in
the 57th minute.

Men's Soccer

Softball
The SITJE softball team lost 61 to Northern Iowa Tuesday. The
Cougars scored only one run off of
six hits while facing the 2013
Missouri Valley Conference Pitcher
of the Year Jaime Fisher.

SIUE alum Jolm Berner was
nan1ed the Major League Soccer
Rookie of the Week after holding
legend Thierry Henry and his New
York Red Bulls to a 1-1 draw against
Bemer's Colorado Rapids.

Offensively, senior shortstop
Chelsea Yankolovich was the only
player to secure multiple hits for the
Cougars, singling in the first and
sixth innings. Junior Alex McDavid
hit the only RBI for the Cougars in
the 6th inning.
Senior pitcher Erin Greenwalt
(4-5) was saddled with the loss.
Greenwalt went 3 1-3 innings,
striking out five batters, but giving
up three earned runs off four hits.
The Cougars' next game is at 1
p.m. Saturda)\ March 22, when the
team travels to Cookesville, Tenn. to
take on OVC opponent Tennessee
Tech in the first game of a doubleheader.
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Senior guard Valerie Finnin receives advice from Head Coach Paula Buscher during a game on Saturday, February 8. Finnin played her last game in an SIUE uniform on Wednesday, March 5, when

I Photo by Christian Lee/ Alestle

the team lost Its first round match-up against Jacksonville State.
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CAITLIN GROVE
Alestle Reporter

The
SIUE
women's
basketball team completed its
season with a 71-59 loss to
Jacksonville State in the opening
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference
Tournament
Wednesday, March 5. The team
finished with an overall record
of 11-19.
Head Coach Paula Buscher
said the team had an up-anddown season.
"I am very proud of how we
managed to finish our season,"
Buscher said. "We continued to
fight and believe in each other
until the end and maintained a
resilience to keep battling."
According to Buscher, the

players did well due to their
work ethic and attention to
detail, as well as their ability to
buy into and descend the game
plan of opposing teams.
However, the team's downfall
was consistency.
"The biggest key to being
successful is to be consistent all
season long. Unfortunately, we
weren't able to do that and I
think that is how we can
improve as a team next year,"
Buscher said.
The team came together to
win six out of seven games at
the end of the season in order to
make
it
to
the
OVC
Tournament.
Senior guard Valerie Finnin
said her favorite rpemory from
this season was defeating

Eastern Illinois 67-58 on Senior
Night to secure a spot in the
OVC Tournament.
"Not only will it be a great
memory winn.ing our last
regular season game on our
home court, but it will also be a
great memory of making the
OVC Tournament my senior
year," Finnin said.
Buscher said it was very
important for the team to make
the tournament.
"Our ability to get there
showed the toughness of our
players and how well they
responded to the pressure. It
was really special to send our
seniors off with one final home
game win," Buscher said.
Also this season, freshman
forward Micah Jones was

selected for the OVC Women's
Basketball All-Newcomer Team.
Jones averaged 10.8 points per
game and was among four
freshmen named to the team.
"We had trouble in the
beginning figuring out how to
put a full 40 minutes of play
together, but the fact that we
turned around :md really came
together as a team is what I'm
most proud of," Finnin said.
Senior guard Jazmin Hil1
said while they had an up and
down season, they finished off
strong.
"The last four games
leading up to the tournament
we played our best basketball.
We fought like no other time in
the season," Hill said. "I will
look back and think of this

experience as a joyful memory. It
was a great four years, and I
loved every minute of it."
According to Buscher, the
departing seniors have meant a
lot to the program and have laid
the groundwork for next year's
team to succeed.
Finnin said she will not
forget the seasons she spent
wearing the SIUE uniform
"Looking back at the past
four years, I'll remember all the
great teammates I've had, the
road trips we've taken and the
memories we've made. It's been
a fantastic four years, and I'm
going to miss it," Finnin said.
Caitlin Grove con be reached at
cgrove@olestlelive.com or

6EiJ-3527.

Baseball blows lead in both games of do1ble-beader
ended with a final score of 17-3.
Freshman pitcher Mike
Miller (0-1) was saddled with
The SIUE baseball team the loss in his first career start.
lost both games of a double Miller went 3 2-3 innings in the
header on Tuesday to the loss, giving up six hits and three
visiting Illinois State University earned runs.
Redbirds (13-5 overall). The
On offense, junior first
Cougars held early leads in both baseman Alec Saikal was the
seven-inning games, but could only player to have multiple hits
not keep their leads in either for the Cougars, with six total
game. _
hits in the game. Saikal sent a
In the first game of the ball out to right field in the third
double header, SIUE scored inning for a single, and in the
three runs in the first two seventh inning, shot one out to
innings and had a 3-0 lead over . center field for his second single
the Redbirds heading to the top of the day.
of the third inning.
With the drubbing still on
In the top of the third, ISU their minds, the SIUE players
scored three runs to tie the game came out strong in the second
at 3-3. In the next four innings, game of the day to score four
the
visitors
scored
14 runs in the second inning with
unanswered runs, and the game help from the bottom of the
BEN LEVIN
Alestle Sports Editor

lineup.
With Saikal on first base,
junior third baseman Jacob
Stewart sent a ball deep over the
center fielder's head to get an
RBI double, scoring Saikal all
the way from first. Two batters
later, junior outfielder Denton
Reed got his first hit of the
season, sending another ball
over the ISU center fielder's
head. Stewart and junior catcher
Brian Sipe came around to
score and Reed ended up at
third base with a triple.
Like in the first game, the
Cougars' scoring stopped after
the second inning, so the
pressure fell to the team's
pitchers to hold the lead.
Sophomore
pitchers
Zach
Malach and Jarrett Bednar were
up for the challenge and held the

SIUE lead going into the top of
the seventh inning. Malach, the
only left-handed pitcher on the
team, started the game and went
3 1-3 innings, giving up four
hits and two earned runs.
Bednar went 2 2-3 innings
giving up three hits and no
earned runs while stranding six
ISU players on the bases.
In the top of the seventh
inning, sophomore hurler P.J.
Schuster came in to face the
heart of the ISU lineup and got
off to a rocky start. ISU powerhitter Paul DeJong hit a home
run in the first at-bat of the
inning, and things only got
worse from there. Two more
runs would cross the plate by
the end of the inning, and after
SIUE failed to score in the
bottom of the seventh inning,

the Cougars were handed a 6-5
loss.
SIUE had an unusually
poor game in the field, giving
up five errors. Junior second
baseman Chase Green, who
came in the game without an
error, had three in the last three
innings of the game, including
an error in the seventh inning
that could have given the
Cougars two outs.
The losses brings the
Cougars' record to 6-12 overall.
The team travels to Murray, Ky.
this weekend to play . three
games against Ohio Valley
Conference rival Murray State.
The first game of the series is set
for 3 p.m. Friday, March 21.
Ben Levin con be reached at
blevin@olestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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Pain 1oes with the job for Garcia
JOE STRAUSS
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (MCT)

The only thing more direct
than the question is Jaime Garcia's
answer.
When was the last time the
Cardinals oft-injured lefthander felt
completely sound and free of
concern about his ability to pitch?
''Never."
Garcia was one of few
members of the major-league
roster found at the Roger Dean
Stadium complex Tuesday on the
final off day of camp. The
Cardinals today begin a nine-game
push to complete their Grapefruit
League schedule before workin~
their way north through Mem~his
and on to Cincinnati for operung
day. Garcia will remain ?ehind,
hoping his problematic left
shoulder allows him to rejoin the
club in May.
"My goal is to be ready to go.
It could be a month. It could be ...
who knows?" Garcia said. "I
haven't talked to them about
(when). I'm just getting myself
right so I can throw in games.''.
Garcia last year reqwred
surgery to repair his left labrum
and rotator cuff. He was
rehabilitating at his Texas home
this winter when he suffered a
setback later diagnosed as bursitis.
He accepted an injection to the
shoulder last month and continues
to
take
anti-inflammatory
medication.
Garcia acknowledges elbow

and shoulder problems have
followed him since high school. He
enjoyed a respite after elbow
ligament replacement surgery
shortly followed his 2008 majorleague debut.
"It's always been my elbow,"
Garcia said. "It's part of my career.
The 2010 season is probably the
best I've ever felt."
Coming off Tommy John
surgery, Garcia challenged for
National League rookie of the year
honors in 2010 before reaching an
innings ceiling that sidelined him
that September. Garcia made 32
starts in 2011, 20 in 2012 and only
nine last year.
"That's why a lot of people
were surprised with the_ way_ I
pitched in 2010," ~ama_ said,
recalling a breakout m which he
compiled a 13-8 record a_nd 2.70
ERA in 28 starts covermg 163
innings. ''It wasn't a different guy.
It was the same guy healthy. For
most pitchers who need the
surgery, the first year back is never
good. But it was the best year of
my life. I wasn't 100 percent, but I
was healthy."
Garcia, 27, won't be part of
the season-opening equation.
However, the club hopes he
contributes before June. Whenever
his return, Garcia admits he does
not expect to pitch free of
discomfort again.
.
''What I have to learn now 1s
that fme line where you can go out
GARCIA
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We're always interested
in hearing about news
in our community.

If you have a story idea that you think
deserves a bigger audience, send us
your ideas in just a couple of steps:
1. Go to alestlelive.com
2. Click on the submit your news! box
on the right side of the page

Let us know what's going on!
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Have a story idea
or news tip?
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CAMPUS RECREATION 618.650.2348

FREE EVENT
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Follow the Alestle on Twitter

@rHEALESTLE
for the latest on campus and community news,
sports and entertainment
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The Department of Chemistry and Chemistry Club
proudly announce the

38th Annual William J. Probst Memorial Lecture

Dr. Erick M. Carreira
Surprises and Discoveries with
Human.:.Derived Natural Products
and Their Relevance to Human Medicine

Monday, March 24
7:00 PM
Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center
For further information contact the
Department of Chemistry at (618) 650-2042
http://www.siue.edu/artsandsciences/chemistry/
Funded in part by SIUE Student Government

Let's get

down to ...

Higher Education Administration
Health Care Administration
Sports Administration
Mobile Computing
Management
Finance

Information
Systems
Business
Accounting
Design & Media
MIS Data Analytics
MBA Data Analytics
Information Security
Law Enforcement Administration

MGSM TRUTHS
•

Attend classes twice a week and complete the degree in 18
months or less

•

According to Grain's 2013 MBA Guide, MGSM is in the top 5 for
incoming GPA

• .One of the lowest graduate tuition rates in the State of Illinois
• No tuition charge for a second graduate degree after earning the
first graduate degree from MGSM

OFFERING ACCELERATED GRADUATE PROGRAMS
888.298.6202
ROBERTMORRIS.EDU/MASTERS

.

.

GARCIA I from pg. 13
and compete and the point where
you can't," he says. «It's not about
feeling 100 percent. It's not about
feeling great. That's not the case. It
never will be. It's a matter of
finding something that allows you
to compete."
The Cardinals announced
Tuesday they and longtime medical
director Dr. George Paletta have
ended their relationship. The club
has turned over player care to
Mercy Sports Medicine.
"The Mercy Sports Medicine
model allows us to improve the
level of innovative care available to
our team by tapping into a
remarkable team of physicians who
are leaders in sports medicine,"
general manager John Mozeliak
said in a prepared statement. 'The
biggest change I see with the
approach is that it is truly a team
model -- a model that leverages the
strengths of multiple physicians
within the Mercy Sports Medicine
group."
Mozeliak termed it "a strategic
plan that will handle our shortterm needs, but also focus on longterm goals."
.
The club also announced it is
severing ties with Dr. Lyndon
Gross. Paletta and Gross are
orthopedic surgeons affiliated with
the Orthopedic Center of St.
Louis.
Paletta had served as the
Cardinals' medical director and
head team physician since 1998.
The Cardinals selected Mercy
Hospital as official medical
provider in January 2013 as part of
a sponsorship deal. Tuesday's
announcement
extends
the
turnover among the team's medical
and training staffs that began with
the reassignment of trainer Barry
Weinberg in November 2010.

The
club
promoted
Weinberg's assistant, Greg Hauck,
to the top position and added
Central Institute for Human
Performance founder Clayton
Skaggs as its injury and
performance physican.
The affiliation with Mercy
includes Dr. Michael J. Milne as
orthopedic surgeon and Dr. Jason
Hand as lead internist.
The Cardinals intend to reevaluate second baseman Mark
Ellis today as the insurance policy
for rookie Kolten Wong deals with
tendinitis in his left knee, the same
joint injured in 2012. Ellis last
appeared in a game Thursday.
--Rain canceled Memphis and
Springfield games against the New
York Mets minor-leaguers in Port
St. Lucie. The Cardinals instead
arranged intra-squad action.
--The Cardinals pick up their
exhibition schedule today against
the Minnesota Twins. Continuing
his bid for the fifth-starter spot,
Carlos Martinez is scheduled to
make his fourth start of camp.
--Barring
complications,
shortstop Aledmys Diaz will move
completely to major-league camp
upon his return from Mexico,
where the Cuban native addressed
visa issues. Expected to open the
season at Double-A Springfield,
Diaz will be exposed to Grapefruit
League
play before
camp
concludes, according to Mozeliak.
--Top prospect Oscar Taveras
doubled and played right field in
Memphis'
game
against
Springfield. Tuesday represented
Taveras' first appearance in the field
since being optioned from majorleague camp because of a
hamstring problem.
Sports can be reached at
sports@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Fo/low @TheAlestleSport.

College of Arts and Sciences Colloquium
April 2 & 3, 2014
Wednesday, April 2

Thursday, April 3

Ongoing Exhibit Both Days - Goshen Lounge

9:30-10:00am - MUC, Maple/Dogwood

Defining Movement: Thinking About Movement: A Poster Project

A House Without Roots: Andree Chedid's Legacy of Literary. Geographic and Generational
Movement Between the Nile and the Seine

9:00-10:00am - MUC, Maple/Dogwood

9:30-10:45am - MUC, Oak/Redbud

Language Documentation in Nepal: Between the Macro- and the M'icro-

9:00-10:30am -MUC, Oak/Redbud

Daoist, Buddhist and Early Chinese Literary Queries into the Nature of Qi and Motion

11:00-11:30am- MUC, Oak/Redbud

Emigration and Forced Migration: Case Studies from the Muslim World

9:30-10:00am - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry
To Move is to Worship: Al Wiltz and the Establishment of the Dance Program
at SJUE, 1968-1983

Phoning Home in the 21" Century: The Latin American Diaspora Online

ll:00am-12:15pm - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry
Movement in Native North America: Things, Minds, Peoples and Bod.ies

10:00-10:30am - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry

1l:00am-12:15pm - MUC, Maple/Dogwood

West Coast Jews: The Relationship between Anti-Japanese and Anti-Semitic Movements
during the Immigration Restriction Era

Thinking About Movement in Public Relations .Practice

10:00-10:30am - MUC, Maple/Dogwood

12:30-1:30pm - MUC, Oak/Redbud

Lost in Migration: Lack of Correlation Between Geomagnetic Anomalies and Cetacean
Strandings in the Caribbean

On the Prowl, Alternative Career Moves for Hwnanities Majors

11:00-11:30am - MUC, Oak/Redbud

Thinking About the Civil Rights Movement and African American Politics

19th Century Illustrated Sheet Music Collection Goes YouTube

12:30-l:45pm- MUC, Goshen Lounge

12:00-12:J0pm - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry

2:00-l:30pm - MUC, Maple/Dogwood

Close But Not Touching: The Eugenics and Birth Control Movements From 1900-1930

Bosnian Migration to St. Louis and their Imprint on the Cultural Landscape

12:00-1:00pm- MUC, Goshen Lounge

2:00-2:30pm - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry

Make a Move

Active Fauna!. Colonization of Cave: The Role ofNatural Selection

1:00-1:30pm - .MUC, Goshen Lounge

KEYNOTE EVENT

Movement in Motion

1:00-2:30pm - MUC, Oak/Redbud

James Carville and Alberto Gonzales

Freedom of Movement

l:00-2:30pm - MUC, Hickory/Hackberry
What Does the Doc Say? Will We Ever Know'! Changing the Course of your Healthcare

America's best-known political consultant on stage with a former U.S. Attorney General

7:30pm
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MUC Meridian Ballroom

•
www.alestlelive.com
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HELP WANTED

CLASSIF IE DS

BRAND AMBASSADORS &
PROMOTIONAL MODELS NEEDED
Looking for reliable Brand
Ambassadors to conduct In-store
tastings and Promotional Models to
wo rk nightly bar promotions
throughout the Edwardsville area.
Flexible hours based upon your
availability. Direct deposit is
available 2 weeks after working.
REQUIREMENTS:
Minimum age 21
Extraordinary pride in appearance
Ability to retain and relay product
information
Outgoing, friendly and professional
demeanor
-Compensation: $15-$20/hr
Email kat@eventsbykat.com

GIVE YOU

MORE!

r

Place your classified ad at a
time convenient for you using
our easy, secure online interface
at alestlelive.com/classifieds

,

t

Deadlines:
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue
or noon Monday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

NEEDS YOU!
Apply at Morris Univ. Center,
Rm.2022

Male College Students wanted for
outdoor landscape handyman
laborer. Starting at $8.25 per hour
with raises 20 to 25 hours per week
(618)560-1712

for the following positions:

t

Reporters
Photographers
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Injury reminder
5 Pet adoption gp.
1O Environs
14 Nobel Peace Prize winner
Wiesel
15 U.S.-Canada defense letters
16 Having a hard time deciding
17 Hard to find , to Caesar
18 _ Gay: WWII bomber
19 Thom
shoes
20 Original Ice Follies slapstick
skating duo
23 "Just one darn minute!"
24 Amazed reactions
27 Three in a deck
28 Retaliatory equivalent
32 Found really groovy
34 Bud
35 Challenge
36 Part of WWII
39 Happy heartbeat sound
42 Like veggies on a veggie
platter
43 Expected landing hrs.
45 Prohibition
46 Opposite of post48 Knickknacky stuff
51 Bible bk. with a sea
crossing
54 Trite
55 Opie Taylor's caretaker
58 Small, irregular amounts
62 List-ending abbr.
64 11th-century Spanish hero
65 Give off
66 Low-cal
67 It divides the Left and Right
Banks
68 Pal at the barbie
69 Run into

71 Being, to Ovid
DOWN
1 Feudal farmers
2 Red wine from Bordeaux
3 Better ventilated
4 Got through to
5 Lend
: listen

2

3

6

4

43

48
54

66
69
By Marti D.uGuay-Carpenter
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Promoting Health
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38
40
41
44

Bad weather contingency
Paving goo
Sales manager's concern
Like the "A" in a Hawthorne
classic
47 At the outer edges of the
normal curve
49 "Sting like a bee" boxer
50 Bloodhound or boxer
52 White House family
53 Ledger entries
56 8-Down's milk source

6 14-line verse
7 Cattle poker
8 Ranch newborn
9 Purim month
10 Use of one requires a PIN
11 Groupie's idol
12 Significant period
13 Raggedy doll
21 Make excited
22 Gone by
25 Prefix with legal
26 Ladled-out meal
'
brand
30 Pub spigot
31 Envelope part
33 Bee Gees family name
36 "Dragnet" star Jack
37 Gillette razor brand

59
60
61
62

Spanish kiss
lditarod transport
Battery fluid
Good name for a tree-lined
street
63 Dead heat

Journalist
Big Picture Thinker

Reporter
Investigator

!mpacro r

Editor

Digitally-minded
vVordsmith. Storvteller
.,
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l -866-QUIT·YES/www.quityes.org

'

12

20

help quitting.

UITLINE

11

17

Call now for

_ _ _,._

9

14

. , . Cougars- d?n't let tobacco
~
companies keep you
hooked for a lifetime!

FREE

8

7

The Alestle
Needs You!

This project made possible by funds received from the Illinois Dept. of Public Health

Info distiller
Apply at Morris Univ. Center
Rm.2022
Follow the Alestle on Twitter

(jrHEALESTLE

w
Wed. March 26th
@ 11 :00 a.m. & 12:30 p.m.
*Sure, it'sfree after you sign aform temporarily waiving your First Amendment rights.
Who really uses that ammendment anyway?
Just terrorists, yellow journalists and flag burners, that's who. Forget them.
Acouple of hours without the First Amendment in exchange for atasty lunch
isa steal for any law-abiding American, right?

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9 • 11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
DUNHAM HALL PATIO
Brought to you by Th~ Alestle, SIUE Mass Communicarion Department
St. Louis Area Professional Chapter-Society of Professional Journalists
. and College Media Advisers

in Goshen Lounge
Come meet our potential
leaders and ask what they
plan to achieve!
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for the latest on campus
and community news,
sports and entertainment

